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Hand Wraps  
There are many different types of hand wraps and under gloves. Cotton under gloves give 
protection from scratches and friction scrapes as well as “smell proof” the hands. Wraps do 
more: they support the wrist and protect the knuckles during impact. I favor the elastic wraps. 
Having your hands wrapped for a boxing workout also gets you into the spirit of the workout, 
and gives you “punching confidence” so you get a better workout. In some boxing gyms they 
are compulsory. Sadly, many personal trainers don t put wraps on their clients. Here is a 
simple method below. Dozens of other methods (eg between the fingers) can be found on 
youtube. Just keep it simple or you ll end up in knots! 
 

How to put on Hand Wraps * Also see the Handwraps video in your download or go 
to Youtube.com/boxout (search Handwraps) 
Step 1 
Your hand should be palm down with your fingers spread apart. Begin by 
placing the hand wrap thumb loop around your thumb and be sure that the 
'This Side Down' text (or the rough side) on the hand wrap is against your skin. 
Bring the wrap across the back of your hand and wrap around your wrist 3 
times* You want to keep the hand wrap snug throughout this process, but not so tight that it 
will cut off your circulation.  * for smaller hands / longer wraps this might be 4 times+ 
 
Step 2 
From the wrist, bring the wrap 
across the back of your hand to 
the base of the pinky finger – 
then the knuckles also 3 times. 
Keep the knuckles well spread 
and wrap firmly. 
 

Step 3 
Then back down to the wrist 
for another 3 times around. 
 

Step 4 
Next, from the wrist to once 
around the base of the thumb 
being careful not to twist the 
wrap. Then back up to the 
knuckles again for another 3 times around. 
 

Step 5 
Back down to the wrist again, 
and you should be almost out of 
hand wrap by now – depending 
on hand size and wrap length 
 

Step 6 
Wrap around the wrist until 
you run out of handwrap. 
Fasten with Velcro strips. If 
the Velcro is the wrong way, 
you ve got 2 choices: re do it or “cheat it”  
 

 
The finished product should be a 
solid, protected fist. Not too 
loose, not too tight. If it hurts – re 
do it! 

* Method by Patrick Moore. Pictures courtesy of Ringside.com 
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Equipment Guide – Gloves, Focus Pads, Punching Bags & more 

The choice of boxing equipment available today can be overwhelming. The key is to keep it 
simple, and test your equipment before rushing out and spending a fortune, especially if you 
buy online. Most pads and gloves will give you a couple of years minimum use – more likely 
four or five. Plenty of my gear has lasted 10 years. Many of the "brands" are all made in the 
same factories in India or Pakistan. This Guide will make your life easier. 

Here s the basics about buying the right gear 
1. What you will need: The Boxout Training System works with either Focus Pads & 

Partner, Punching Bag or Shadow Boxing (see Boxout EASYSTART guide & video). If 
you are doing your own thing with your own combos or are a PT training clients, get 
yourself a round timer online or just use stopwatch or kitchen timer, so you can  follow 
2 or 3 minute rounds. More details about focus pads, bags & gloves are below. 

 
2. Where to look: Either local or overseas. Online or in a store. 

Online: There are thousands of sites! The "Amazons" of Boxing Equipment are 
www.TitleBoxing.com and www.Ringside.com - both in the USA, which have a massive 
range of great brands. Quality gear is cheapest in the USA but International postage 
can be expensive, so it s about the same. An Australian site is 
www.UniversalSelfDefence.com.au. It has a big range of Morgan a mid range brand I 
have used for years. Punch gear is good. Supatuff & Twins are good but expensive.   
Sports Stores: You ll find a boxing corner in any local sport store – some good stuff 
and some junk. Atleast you can try it in the store. Grab a jump rope while you re there. 
Fitness Trade Shows: Are usually good to pick up some bargains. Test it, try it, feel it 

 
3. Here's what to look for:  

Focus Pads (a.k.a Focus/Punch Mitts): Above all, Fit and Feel. Get lightweight (you'll 
thank me) and slightly curved (don't do pushups on them!). Easy on and off is good – 
especially if you share them. Get a firm fit, but not too tight. Allow room for hand wraps 
too, but they will give. Simple is best. Also, you don't want then rock hard.  
Gloves: There are Bag Gloves (with a loose thumb) and Boxing Gloves with a solid 
thumb and more protection. Boxing Gloves come in 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16oz. I favor a 
10-12oz Boxing Glove for my students + wraps. 8-10oz for women, 10-16oz for men. 
Bag gloves are usually too flimsy and you can end up with jarred wrists – especially 
beginners, especially without hand wraps. The same goes for MMA gloves (which are 
also for grappling) – not a whole lot of protection, so watch those wrists and knuckles. 
 Hand wraps: Use them! Get Authentic stretch hand wraps. Ezy wraps are simpler – 
but wont last as long. Check out the Boxout Handwraps video. Wash wraps separately 
- they run! Cotton under gloves smell proof the hands, but offer no real hand protection. 
Punching Bags - come in all shapes & sizes. Fairly heavy is good, about half your 
body weight – but not rock hard. If they are too light they swing around too much, you 
have to chase them, and wont land your combos. Have lots of space around them. 
“Inflatables” Floor-to-ceiling balls, timing-balls, double end bags, 
speedballs/speedbags  are inflatable by pump. These smaller devices are used for 
timing, speed  & accuracy – not power. By all means use them, however, they are not  
great for authentic & power combos, like those used in the Boxout Training System.  


